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The President’s Column
By Doug Robertson

―Whatcom County Bar—Evolution & Purpose‖
I received a number of emails after a recent bar meeting from members commenting on how
proud they are of our local bar. And so am I. The bar has evolved over the last 20 years in a consistent, positive manner. Thanks to the very hard work of our members and past
officers, the bar:






Has the highest levels of attendance at its monthly meetings;
Has become a source of high-quality CLE programs for its members;
Has supported law related programs through its consistent funding of
various programs;
Has worked with LAW Advocates to develop the premium pro bono program in the state;
Produces a local bar journal that is second to none.

It is quite an evolution of purpose and success. Now the next evolutionary process must continue.
The bar must become the respected voice in promoting full and fair judicial funding and in the
development of the most efficient judicial system. Without such a voice, our local judicial systems
face unprecedented difficulties.
Every layer of government is reeling in budget cuts. We have all witnessed the most recent state
and federal budget battles over decreasing government revenues and increasing costs. In these battles,
various groups step up to carry the flag of the governmental function that is vital to them. Be it doctors
and Medicaid, the military industrial complex and Department of Defense funding, or the teachers union and public school funding, budget battles are pitched every year with an increasing numbers of
winners and losers.
Given this playing field, the bar must fill the role as the spokesperson for full and efficient funding of our judiciary. This would apply both to county judiciary and the local municipal courts. In this
role, the bar must develop its reputation as a consistent, respected and reasonable voice in budgetary
discussions at all levels.
The difficulty we face is that most all of our elected representatives have little or no interaction
with the judicial system. As with much of our society, our council people have not had disputes that
result in formal legal action and lawsuits. But this is unlike almost all functions of the government:
our representatives drive on the same roads, see the positive and negative impacts of growth, share in
the same environment and pay the same taxes. So when a group steps forward to complain about the
congestion on Lakeway, each council person can nod their head and remember sitting behind a stoplight. But these same representatives have little concept of working through crowded, congested court
(Continued on page 3)
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system.
So to evolve into this necessary role, I would anticipate that the bar must embrace the following
into its core function:
1. Informational Role: The bar must develop base information about our judicial system and
the difficulties it has meeting current demands. This cannot be subjective or judgmental information.
To maintain a respected voice in this dialogue, the bar has to develop (with the assistance of the court)
the data necessary to inform the public and our representative officials of the actual circumstances facing our courts. As this information is developed, the bar must maintain consistent dialogue with our
representative officials so that they are constantly informed on the status of the judiciary. This cannot
simply be monologues at budget time only. To be effective, the bar should undertake periodic briefings
of city and council governments with regard to the status of and the pressures facing the respective judicial organizations.
2. Develop Discussion: We face significant elections this fall. Many key elected positions are
now being hotly contested. The bar‘s purpose in these elections is not to endorse or attack any candidate. Instead, the bar must appear at public forums to start discussion about our judiciary. In these
public meetings, we will hear all about the Growth Management Act, the proposed terminal at Cherry
Point, the jail and other very focused issues. The bar‘s job should be to promote focus on our judicial
system as one of the top priorities of our government.
Each of the key issues now facing the electorate will involve the judiciary. The approval or denial of the current GMA update, the terminal at Cherry Point and the jail will end up in litigation. Yet
few/none of the candidates current recognize that their key issue is ultimately dependent upon an efficient and effective judicial system. Regardless, I would anticipate that none of the public forums will
ever discuss this foundational issue.
3. Promote Efficient Funding: Every politician hears that more money is needed and every
politician is concerned that more money is wasted. The bar needs to work directly with the judiciary to
continue to develop the most efficient judicial system possible. This will include evaluating and promoting a fourth judge, electronic filing, improved calendaring and efficiency based court rules. It will
take cooperation between the judiciary and the bar to make certain that these programs are thoughtfully
developed, effectively promoted, and then efficiently implemented for the highest level of success with
the funding available.
Now how do we do that? The first step is for the bar to openly discuss whether this is a role its
members want it to fulfill. If the members agree, the members should charge current and future officers to develop permanent committees to actively work in the areas identified above. But the hardest
part will be finding, on a consistent and ongoing basis, members that will dedicate their time to this
purpose. We need our members to be willing to step up and periodically volunteer their time to make
sure the bar is a consistent, respected voice supporting an effective and efficient judiciary in Whatcom
County.
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~By Rajeev!

“Law as a Warrior’s Craft: A Hindu Perspective”
Subtitle: The time Mike Hughes took me into the woods to shoot guns.

(Disclaimer #1: Do not allow children to handle bows, blades, firearms or other deadly implements
without adult supervision.)
(Disclaimer #2: Title should accurately read “A possible Hindu Perspective.” The author, in no way,
attempts to represent the views and beliefs of the faiths of near a billion people all lumped under the umbrella
term Hinduism. See footnote 2.)
In some classical 1 Hindu 2 systems, society is broken down into distinct socio-economic components,
or Varnas, of varying quantities (not to be confused with the modern ―caste‖ system of ill repute). By the virtue of their profession, lawyers of all stripes belong to the Kshatriya varna (K-sha-tree-ya). Kshatriyas are that
socio-economic group of people that make up the appendages of the State, providing order, law and protection.
In other words, this is the class of kings, bureaucrats, military officers, attorneys, scribes and judges. As we
know, the State, since time primeval has attempted to assert a monopoly on legitimate violence in society, and
likewise the Kshatriya are the philosophical, and traditionally genetic, successors of the ruling Aryan warrior
classes. In Hinduism, Kshatriyas thus have the
Dharma, or Duty, of justly ruling, administrating and fighting on behalf of society. Like traditional ruling classes worldwide, there is an
emphasis on discipline, honor, and training in
the martial arts, particularly archery, wrestling
and horsemanship, in addition to jurisprudence
and logic.
As lawyers, we very rarely need to use
a bow and arrow, and while I suggested a year
ago that we revive the un-repealed common
law right to Battle by Wager as a way of freeing up the court calendar, it is unlikely that
very many of us will be in need of enhanced
war-fighting skills while litigating (one hopes).
That does not mean, however, that these skills
are completely useless to the modern attorneyat-law, or their families.
The author, protecting and educating,
a young potential Kshatriya, Piper Horsmon.

There are few things more harmful to the justice system or the rule of law than the conduct of dishonorable and undisciplined attorneys and judicial officials. As Officers of the Court, all lawyers called to the bar
have a responsibility not only to exercise all possible due diligence but also to zealously pursue their responsibilities in a professional and ethical manner, and work to educate and prevent dishonor upon the legal system as
a whole. This requires great discipline and honor as a class of people entrusted with The People‘s varied
hopes, fears and vulnerabilities.
(Continued on page 5)
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There are few things that both, require, and instill, discipline simultaneously. Two of these things are
mentorship and weapon-craft. Over the course of a career, a lawyer is likely to have many mentors, and have
ample opportunities to serve as a mentor. Good disciplined mentors produce examples that result in good disciplined lawyers, and unethical lazy mentors pass on unethical lazy traits to those who learn from them. By and
large, however, the foundations of discipline and honor are created long before a person has any inkling that
they will be put through the meat-grinder of law school.
The importance of this idea of cultivating discipline and honorable behavior has been hammered into my
head repeatedly throughout life, not only by observing the lives and fortunes of those around me, but also by the
chance of being raised a Hindu Kshatriya and as a provincially rustic and independent Idahoan. The tales I
heard as a youth focused on the exploits of ancient Kshatriyas and the discipline it required to accomplish their
feats. I have attached, for your optional pleasure, at the back of the newsletter, a tale about archery from the
Mahabharata as passed down to me orally from my father [Pages 24-25]. The main emphasis of these tales was
often predicated on the idea that only through strength of will, training and proper conduct could one prevail
over difficult odds.
In this way, I find pursuing traditional arts such as
use of the simple recurve bow 3 and arrow as much better
training for myself in the study of discipline, than the hectic wave of quasi-autism we have imposed upon ourselves
with texting, facebook, video games and sit-coms. 4 Pulling a feathered stick back, and hoping to catapult it forward by way of a taut string and a piece of wood under
tension and have it go where you want it to, is truly a challenging task that requires a good deal of practice and discipline to improve upon. For this reason, I have began introducing my Godson to the art, gifting him a child sized bow
for his 5th birthday. Needless to say, his parents were not
pleased, and probably regretted knowing me at all.
My Godson, Zach Ellis, practicing discipline.
Watching him, however, has been a joy and impressive to all of the adults. Though we only get to practice once every few weeks, he demonstrates that given the opportunity, even a 5 year old can exercise (for a
short time) the discipline to master actions and improve his form. He is now, only 2 months later, a master of
the 20-foot distance shot. 5 year olds are not known for their discipline, and neither are all of us adult attorneys;
but with proper mentorship, I am confident both can be ―corrected.‖ 5 This is why it is important we both seek
mentors as attorneys of any age and offer mentorship as part of our duty as professionals and Kshatriyas; to cultivate better, more disciplined practices of our craft.
This was recently reinforced to me by a new mentor, an Intellectual Property attorney, Mr. Mike Hughes.
He is probably the most famous attorney in Whatcom County, though it is for his national ranking in competitive pistol-craft that he is known for and his local business Next Level Training and their innovative dry-fire
training pistol! In fact, I had the serendipity to meet Mike via participation of the Law Advocates Auction… in
which I was SURE that Judge Uhrig was going to be bidding on the pistol as I had overheard him discussing interest in it at a bar meeting the day previous, with local attorney Angie Hughes, who happens to be married to
Mike. Fortunately, my plan to gently up-the-price backfired and left me holding the bag, or literally, pistol in
this case.
(Continued on page 6)
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Along with my training pistol, I also got a wonderful invitation to Mike and Angie‘s beautiful home in the
woods, north-east of Mount Sumas (what a commute!), and a personalized training session with Mike. As an
Idahoan and an Eagle Scout, I had shot my fair share of .22 rifles, but pistol craft is actually, in my opinion,
much more complicated and requires training and discipline to master. The barrel is short, so unlike a rifle a
lined up shot can deviate easily, and there is a kick-back to a pistol that takes your aim off of its target, that in a
rifle might get absorbed by your body through the stock. It was clear from my day of training with Mike that
every aspect of his craft took immense discipline… from stance, to physiology, to understanding the kinetics and
even breathing. I may have also been clued in by the statement which I paraphrase: ―I started training seven
years ago, but three years ago decided to dedicate my life to this.‖ That‘s a pretty strong statement, but I guess
that‘s why he is a nationally ranked pistol shooter and I am not. He did a quick-draw and execution of targets
that he allowed me to time, that somewhat defied believability, except that I witnessed it in person. To Mike, the
perfection of his craft was built through discipline in every
aspect, and ultimately it led him to understand what was
needed to improve his craft and thus invent and patent his
innovative pistol; understanding his craft and cultivating
that discipline, in turn allowed successful litigation in
some complex patent issues regarding his product.
It‘s all circular; the pursuit of discipline in any one
area of our lives, gives us the tools and insight to create
order and success in other areas, including the practice of
law. If I am not disciplined in managing my trust accounts, I would soon be disbarred. If I am not disciplined
in conducting procedural and factual due diligence I am
doing my clients and the justice system a disservice. Discipline, however, is not something most attorneys or paralegals are born with inherently, it is a characteristic that
must be cultivated, mentored and learned.

Discipline paying off for a 5 year old.

I have to admit though, after getting over my luddite traditionalism wherein I viewed the pistol as an
―infernal machine‖ of gears and chemicals, practicing discipline with Mike was a great way to spend a day, but
the best part of the day was the relatively undisciplined ―play-time‖ in which Mike allowed me to fire some of
his other guns. There are few experiences in life that come close to the chaotic fun of unloading a semiautomatic shotgun at a target– I think, however, I will save that lesson for my Godson, for a much later date.

Endnotes
1— ―Classical‖ meaning 1,000 BCE to 1,000 CE, and following ―Vedic‖ Hinduism, but prior to ―Modern‖ Hindu schools of thought.
2— ―Hinduism‖ is notoriously difficult to define. The word itself stems from the Greco-Persian pronunciation of the Sanskrit word for the river
Sind (which you may also know as the Indus, where Alexander the Macedonian was turned back), and came to use in English as a term encompassing all of the religious, cultural and philosophical traditions that existed east of the Indus on the Indian Subcontinent. This, at its traditional
widest, encompasses Buddhism, Jainism, the Sikh faith, and a host of tribal religions with little connection to neighboring religions; and at its contemporary widest, for some Hindus, encompasses Christianity, Islam and all other religions. At its contemporary narrowest definition, it only refers to traditions evolving out of the Aryan Vedic traditions of Central Asia. At its contemporary common definition, it encompasses all the mutually co-existent faiths, philosophies and traditions of the Sub-continent, that don‘t otherwise complain to being lumped under such a term. It is not
uncommon to find a Hindu family wherein the mother, father and children, each practice in very different ways, nor to find a Hindu family that
practices in a homogenous way and finds all other ways of practice to be incorrect. Fortunately for the Subcontinent‘s dense population a general
characteristic of Hindu faiths seems to be ‗practice as one would, and allow others the same freedom to do as they would.‘
3— As opposed to compound bows…. devices with pulleys, sights, counter-weights, etc. These are soul-less machines, little different, in the end,
than a gun.
4— All lies. I live for sit-coms and video games, I‘m just hoping the kidlets and skimmers won‘t read the footnotes.
5— I am not of the school of thought that the job of 5 year olds is to have fun. If becoming disciplined is fun, all the better though, otherwise,
these rambunctious maniacs‘ parents ought to be ―correcting‖ them from the chaos they will carry with them to adulthood .
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email
nancy@hollanderinvestments.com 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Conference Room available
for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
Great Bedroom Set - $150 OBO! Perfect for setting up a home; includes bed frame and headboard;
dresser with full set of drawers with full mirror attached; and a smaller nightstand with drawers. Makes
any bedroom look beautiful! In good condition with beautiful faux-mahogany finish, well cared for and
in storage– attorney owner had to move. Held in trust by Rajeev. 206-214-5177.
The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House.
1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX. 3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STORAGE RM W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET. CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON,
skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base.
Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company.
Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office.
Firm Seeks Associate
Established Bellingham/Mount Vernon firm seeks experienced family law associate attorney. Should
have at least 3 - 5 years recent Washington experience. No applications considered without some family
law experience. Salary 60 to 85K, DOE + benefits. Send resumes to Lori @ Tario & Associates, 119 N.
Commercial St. #1000, Bellingham, WA 98225, or fax: (360) 733-7092 or email Lgillies@tariolaw.com.
Looking for Non-Profit Board Members with Legal Background
Whatcom Counseling and Psychiatric Clinic, the largest provider of comprehensive mental health services to the low-income residents of Whatcom County, is looking for one or more dedicated new board
members with a legal background. No, we‘re not in trouble (!) – just looking for some board members
who understand the importance of the services we provide to this community and can bring the razorsharp thinking and unique perspective that only a legal background provides. Please contact Dave
Kleiber, WCPC Board president at dkleiber@caplink.org to discuss your interest and I‘ll tell you more
about the organization and board responsibilities. Most of us don‘t have to think too long to identify
someone we know who struggles with mental health issues. Help us to ensure that quality counseling
services are available to everyone in our community regardless of their income.
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When Clients Die: On Becoming Winston Wolfe
By Alexander F. Ransom

―I solve problems.‖
~Winston Wolfe in the movie Pulp Fiction.

In Pulp Fiction, anti-heroes Vincent and Jules (John Travolta and Samuel L. Jackson) play
mafia henchmen. They‘re driving to their crime boss‘s lair. Vincent accidentally shoots and kills a
fellow henchman named Marvin as Marvin sits in the backseat. In the ensuing chaos, Vincent and
Jules drive Marvin‘s body to Jimmy, a friend in the neighborhood.
Having no idea what to do, they call Winston Wolfe (Harvey Keitel). ―The Wolfe‖ is a professional fixer. The bad guys contact him when they‘re in major trouble. Winston quickly arrives
and handles the problem in cool, deliberate fashion. He outfits Jules and Vincent into clean clothes,
rids the crime scene of evidence, disposes of the body, and heads off for breakfast. Classic dark
comedy. Easily the best scene in Pulp Fiction. 1
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Recently, a client of mine died. It‘s not the first time – the third, actually – but Death‘s finality struck hard, as usual. With respect to the memory of my prior two deceased clients, they committed suicide while struggling with mental health issues. It happens. Quietly, I filed withdrawals
while prosecutors filed dismissals.
This client, however, was different. Long ago, her civil case jump-started my practice. Before that, she was my friend. Nicknamed ―Notorious V.I.C.‖ in some circles – we‘ll call her ―VW‖
for purposes of this article – VW was a fun and unpredictable force of nature. She was a bartender
and nightclub promoter who loved partying, told great stories, and sported a black widow tattoo on
the back of her neck. Our friendship continued to last as my career ebbed and flowed from public
defender in 2005, to litigation associate in a private law firm in 2007, into a solo practice in 2008.
It was that fateful year – 2008 – when VW stepped into my tiny, cramped office and discussed her police misconduct issue. At the time, I was the strict definition of ―solo practitioner.‖
My office consisted of a desk, a couch, two chairs, a phone, a personal computer and a combination
scanner/printer/FAX machine. No legal assistant. My client base was friends who partied too hard.
I clutched my conflict cases like a life jacket. Strictly criminal defense. Civil litigation? A foreign
language. Still, I remember feeling a lump in my throat and a knot in my stomach as VW told me
what happened. Clearly, injustice was inflicted upon her.
Against my better judgment – my fear, in retrospect – I allowed VW‘s case to move me. I
attended a CLE on Police Misconduct. There, I befriended an attorney willing to coach my next
moves. Through PDA requests, I obtained more information on her matter and the police officer
involved. The more I dug, the stronger her potential civil suit became. I filed the Notice of Claim
(Continued on page 9)
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on the municipality. They turned the case over to the Washington Counties Risk Pool (WCRP), an
agency which provides insurance coverage to municipalities for liability exposures like this. The
WCRP employed top-notch Seattle law firms to defend their member municipalities. In comparison, my fledging solo practice had zero resources.
―You ready to ride this until the wheels fall off?‖ Her voice floated to me as I stared into my
martini glass. We were upstairs at Nimbus discussing the case over Happy Hour. I remember her
wry smile. Chaos and fun wrapped into one. I remember her eyes. Measuring me, weighing, and
seeing if I was ready for some next-level court drama. VW read me well.
―I‘m in,‖ I said. ―Let‘s get ‗em.‖ Over the next few months, and in typical Notorious V.I.C.
fashion, we rode her civil lawsuit until the wheels fell off. I personally paid for her psychological
evaluation. We presented it to the WCRP‘s attorneys. After numerous meetings, we successfully
negotiated a modest settlement which far exceeded our original hopes. The settlement consisted of
a cash award and monthly disbursements to VW‘s bank account.
The case changed our lives. We drew strength from each other, learned diligence, took risks
and successfully played the hand we were dealt. VW was offered a new lease on life. She could
attend college, purchase a home, travel, reunite with long-lost family and/or seek counseling. I also
benefitted. I immediately moved into a bigger office, hired a legal assistant and undertook an aggressive marketing campaign. From there, my caseload increased.
Fast forward three years to 2011. I‘ve since dissolved my old law firm and joined Tario &
Associates, P.S. As her friend, the recent news of VW‘s death deeply hurt me. She truly was one in
a million. As her attorney, VW‘s death sparked many unanswered questions. Where would her remaining settlement money go? What funeral arrangements need to be made? How do I get her
family involved? I had no idea how to proceed.
Withdraw from this, said an inner voice, fearfully. I‘m no estate planning attorney. I researched the RPC‘s. Although the WSBA and RPC‘s offers guidance on assisting clients when their
attorney dies , 2 there‘s no guidance on assisting attorneys when clients die. Worse, I‘m visibly uncomfortable in the presence of death. I do, in fact, fear it. Stop it, snapped something deeper. You
can help. You MUST help. She was your friend. A familiar lump rose in my throat; a knot twisted
in my guts. Go big or go home, VW would say, until the wheels fall off. Even in death she had a
masterful way of motivating me.
I sought Mr. Tario‘s assistance (without a doubt, the REAL Winston Wolfe of this story). We
formed a game plan, arranged meetings with VW‘s family, established a personal representative and
made funeral arrangements. 3 Thankfully, my stomach knots relaxed and my throat lumps subsided. I‘m comfortable knowing we‘re handling VW‘s matter with professionalism, dignity and
grace.
(Continued on page 10)
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It‘s no mystery that death has an odd way of putting us, the living, in spiritual limbo as we try
and make sense of it. Likewise, it‘s also very strange when clients die. As attorneys, our options
are few and simple: withdraw with prophylactic ease or dive into tidying up their legal and financial
affairs. My advice? Don‘t feel bad about withdrawing if you‘re neither invested nor ready. If you
stick around, however, then stay for the right reasons and do a good job. In times of crisis the families of the deceased hunger for clear, sane direction and closure. Don‘t offer your assistance grudgingly, and/or for appearances‘ sake. Death is not a matter to be taken lightly or continued indefinitely. It commands attention and dignity.
Also understand that becoming ―The Wolfe‖ is no easy task. Watch him and learn. Wolfe is
the master of clean up. He is the consummate professional. Wolfe immediately sizes up the potentially disastrous situation, formulates a workable plan, and most importantly, provides calm, clear
leadership to pull everyone together quickly and powerfully. Wolfe takes his work seriously, and at
the same time keeps his perspective and sense of humor. He gets pleasure out of his ability to do
what he does exceptionally well. Winston Wolfe shows how to be a better leader. He gives courage
to make stronger, faster decisions. And he reminds us not to shy away from giving instruction
when needed.
Like Wolfe, the practice of law will teach you a thing or two. You will inevitably experience
a client‘s death. Prepare yourself for the prospect. If their death affects you, then decide – quickly
– whether to invest your energy in making sure their legal and financial affairs are in order. Be
ready to face your own fears, attitudes and insecurities about death. Yes, it‘s work. But it‘s good
work. As a good friend once taught me, there‘s great reward in storming unchartered territory.
~Alexander F. Ransom
Endnotes
1— Watch the infamous snippet of Mr. Wolfe and Pulp Fiction at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANPsHKpti48
2— http://www.wsba.org/Resources-and-Services/Ethics/~/media/Files/Resources_Services/Ethics/Planning%20Ahead%20Handbook%
20071709A.ashx
3— Visit this website for guidelines for what to do when clients die: http://www.unclefed.com/AuthorsRow/Newland/whendies.html
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ACROSS THE LINE:
By Scott Railton

BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE

Cascadia Cross-Border Law

Tel: (360) 671-5945

Fax: (360) 676-5459

srailton@americanlaw.com
www.americanlaw.com

Padilla, Sandoval, and Post-Conviction Relief. By now, criminal defense attorneys and immigration attorneys have likely heard of the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision from last year, Padilla
v. Kentucky, which held that defense counsel has an affirmative duty to competently address immigration issues presented by a client‘s criminal charges.
As per the Court‘s decision, ―Accurate legal advice for noncitizens accused of crimes has never
been more important.‖ The Court explicitly held that deportation is not a ―collateral consequence‖
of the proceeding, as was held by the Kentucky Supreme Court, and has been commonly thought by
attorneys.
Following Padilla, the Washington State Supreme Court issued its long-awaited related decision
in State v. Sandoval in March. In Sandoval, a 25 year permanent resident was charged with 2 nd degree rape in Grant County, and on advice of counsel plead guilty to 3 rd degree rape, which would
lead to certain deportation as an aggravated felon. The decision found similar obligations for defense attorneys.
Specifically, the State Supreme Court focused its decision narrowly on the advice defense counsel gave concerning deportation. The Defendant had informed counsel that they would not take the
plea if it meant deportation, and was told erroneously by counsel the plea would not lead to
―immediate deportation.‖ The Court reviewed the U.S. Supreme Court‘s Strickland v. WA analysis,
finding that (1) the counsel‘s performance fell below objective standards of reasonableness as determined by professional standards, and (2) that the defendant was prejudiced by the representation,
inasmuch as it was reasonable to believe the defendant would‘ve risked trial on the 2 nd degree rape
charge (which had 78-102 month sentence, v. 6-12 months for 3rd degree).
The Washington Supreme Court also offered a bit of a challenging test--at least in practice-saying if the deportation consequence is ―clear‖, counsel is then required to correctly advise the client on such consequence. If, however, the consequence is ―unclear,‖ counsel must advise client that
deportation and other immigration consequences are possible. In practice, immigration consequences may seem unclear to most attorneys, due to the level of specialization required to analyze
such matters effectively. This test may be at odds with Padilla, inasmuch as that decision says the
6th Amendment requires affirmative, competent advice, and not just a deferral with ―unclear‖ cases.
Notably, many courts are now considering post-conviction relief for persons with convictions
where advice on pleas may have been ineffective. I recently participated on a WSBA panel with
Ann Benson and Neil Fox, where we specifically discussed Padilla, Sandoval, and various strategies
(Continued on page 12)
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for seeking post-conviction relief based on these cases. One of the big issues now is whether these
cases will be applied retroactively for post-conviction relief, and the majority of decisions so far are
coming out this way. If counsel believe that post-conviction relief may be necessary, know that
time may be of the essence to seek help. Many forms of relief are time barred, and immigration removal actions move on their own calendar, without regard to prospective relief in state courts. The
CLE should be available via webinar at www.wsba.org.
In Re: Specialized Knowledge. One common but increasingly difficult nonimmigrant option for
employers is the L-1B intracompany status. For qualifying international organizations, it is sometimes possible to transfer a foreign employee to work in the United States if they have ―specialized
knowledge.‖ USCIS recently held a stakeholder meeting on the L-1B, and has subsequently published minutes, which can be found at www.uscis.gov.
The Immigration and Nationality Act states that a person can be transferred to the United States
to work at the same employer or a subsidiary or affiliate ―in a capacity that is managerial, executive,
or involves specialized knowledge…‖
The regulations define specialized knowledge to mean ―special knowledge possessed by an individual of the petitioning organization‘s product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or expertise in the organization‘s processes and procedures.‖
Read closely, it is clear this is a vague and yet broad definition. In practice, however,
―specialized knowledge‖ has always been something of a moving target.
In recent years, particularly in light of the recession, it has become increasingly difficult to satisfy DHS that a person has such specialized knowledge, and therefore merits L-1B status. Adjudicators apply disparate definitions, and rely on their own interpretations of all sorts of administrative
guidance which has been issued over the years.
At the end of the day, the approval or denial of an L-1B petition often comes down to the gut
feeling of the adjudicator—a gut feeling which may well be based on shaky legal premises, such as
the application of some sort of de facto labor market test. It has become routine for new and novel
expressions of the above stated regulation to find their way into requests for evidence, which ultimately are just another way of the adjudicator saying, ―I don‘t think so…..but let‘s hear what else
you have to say.‖
A successful L-1B petition therefore is an exercise in advocacy and persuasion, and typically
needs to anticipate the reservations an adjudicator might have which aren‘t plainly written into the
regulations and other administrative guidance.
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Choice of Entity – Trust vs. Corporate Form
A private foundation may be either a not-for-profit corporation or a trust. The differences between
the two forms are both operational and legal. For reasons that will become clear, in most cases we have
found that the corporate form is preferable. Both forms are treated the same from the point of view of tax
issues.
Corporate Form
It is a routine matter to establish a foundation as a not-for-profit corporation. As with a for-profit
corporation, incorporation requires a certificate of incorporation which is filed with the Secretary of State.
In addition to the certificate of incorporation, corporate form requires by-laws, which describe the internal
workings of the organization. Annual meetings are required, with minutes and financial reports to the
Board of Directors. The corporate documents should contain the specific type of language required by Sec
508(e) of the IRC restricting the activity of the foundation to permitted exempt activity.
Whereas Delaware is often regarded as the state of choice for for-profit corporations, this is not generally true for not-for-profit corporations. If the founder‘s state of residence is inappropriate (e.g. perhaps
because it imposes relatively high franchise fees), Virginia may be a better choice than Delaware. We have
found that Virginia has several advantages. For example, the fees and taxes are low, and Virginia permits
not-for-profit corporations to operate under different names under the fictitious business name rules. This
flexibility may be valuable when a foundation wants to do a special project, or use multiple names, each of
which is designed to help it reach a different class of intended beneficiaries.
A not-for-profit corporation operates in much the same manner as a for-profit corporation, except
that there are no shareholders. Instead of shareholders, a not-for-profit corporation may have members,
who elect the Board of Directors, which in turn appoints the officers. Alternatively, the Board of Directors
can elect its own successors.
There are several advantages of corporate form. These include limited liability for officers and directors, greater flexibility (compared to a trust) to adapt the organizational structure as circumstances
change, and the ability to have perpetual life (which is still not available for trusts in most states). Another
feature of corporate form is that it permits changes in the charitable goals of the foundation.
As the
family‘s interests grow, mature, and become more adapted to changing circumstances, changes in the corporate documents allow the foundation to keep up. While this flexibility is sometimes viewed as a negative
initially by control-oriented founders, we have found that they can have the best of both worlds by using a
corporate form, which allows flexibility, and imposing control by making restricted grants to the foundation.
Not-for-profit corporations, just like for profits, are managed by their directors or officers. Certain
management tasks, such as investment management and administration, may be delegated to professional
advisors. Officers and directors may be paid reasonable compensation for services they actually perform
for the corporation.
(Continued on page 14)
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Corporate form requires the usual corporate formalities be observed, i.e. annual meetings, minutes,
etc. Many families view this as an opportunity to expose younger members to corporate formalities relatively early in life.
Trust Form
A foundation can be established as a trust by a grantor making a gift, in trust, to one or more trustees. The trust document should be written, and should contain the specific type of language required by
Sec 508(e) of the IRC restricting the activity of the foundation to permitted exempt activity. The trust
should have a situs in a state in which the donor has a nexus, usually his home state. Registration rules vary
from state to state.
Within limits, the terms of the trust can be broad or narrow, as the founder desires. For this reason,
some founders believe that a trust inherently permits more control. However, structuring a trust very narrowly is not better than making restricted gifts to the foundation, and may inadvertently tie the hands of the
trustee, even if the founder is the trustee, when unforeseen changes occur.
Whereas a corporation has directors, a trust will have one or more trustees. The trustees will generally select their successors. Trustees may receive reasonable compensation for services actually performed,
although various states may have more limiting rules than will apply for corporations. Because investment
management is traditionally seen as part of the trustee‘s duty, payments to professional investment managers may reduce the amount which can be paid to trustees under state law.
There are several drawbacks of trust form vs. corporate form. Perhaps most important of these is the
fact that trustees have a fiduciary duty to the trust beneficiaries. This is a higher standard than the business
judgment rule which applies to corporate directors, and can make it more difficult to attract outside directors if they are desired. A second potential disadvantage of trust form is that beneficiaries may have standing to sue that they would not have if the foundation were a corporation. Although this has not been an issue, it is a theoretical concern as some public charities have become increasingly aggressive in recent years.
Conclusion
If the client has no preference, we believe the balance lies in favor of corporate form. However, if
for whatever reason, the client has a strong preference for trust over corporate form, a trust can be perfectly
adequate.
Authored by Sterling Foundation Management, LLC, which does not provide tax or legal advice, and nothing in this article is to be construed as such. www.SterlingFoundations.com
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Bookkeeping Service - Reasonable Rates
I specialize in QuickBooks for Attorneys including time tracking,
monthly billing and IOLTA accounts. If you’re not satisfied with the
billing process in your legal software I can help. No job is too small.

Are your books out of control?
Solo Practitioners - I can handle your books for you
or train you to do it yourself!

Dani Yott

360-305-8137

Non-Real Estate Attorney?
Solo Practitioner?
Need Real Estate Documents For a
Sophisticated Commercial Transaction?
Use one of






John’s Forms

Purchase & Sale Agreements
“Green Building” Leases
Nonjudicial Foreclosure Package
And More!

 Office & Retail Leases
 Financing Documents
 Condominium Package

www.johnsforms.com
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L AW O FFICE

OF

P AMELA E E NGLETT , PLLC
Welcoming clients who need
assistance in civil domestic violence
and family law cases
Thank you for your referrals!
1225 Bellingham Towers  119 N Commercial St  Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone 360.738.4659  FAX 360.738.8498  Email pam@englettlaw.com
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Nancy C. Ivarinen
would like to announce:

The commencement of her new private
practice, focusing on real estate, leases,
contracts, construction liens, collections,
evictions, family law and small estate matters.
Nancy C. Ivarinen
119 N. Commercial Ave. #430
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 398-3525
nancy@ncilegal.com
www.ncilegal.com
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Proposed Rule Change
Rule 804
(b) Hearsay exceptions. The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule if the declarant is unavailable as a witness: …
(6) Forfeiture by wrongdoing. A statement offered against a party
that has engaged or acquiesced in wrongdoing that was intended to,
and did, procure the unavailability of the declarant as a witness.
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Whatcom County Bar Association—The Minutes
June 1, 2011
Northwood Hall, Bellingham, Washington

I. Call to Order:
President Douglas Robertson called the meeting to order at 12:17

.

II. Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests, and New Members:
President Douglas Robertson recognized the following judicial members present: Commissioner
Verge, Judge Snyder, Judge Grant, and Commissioner Simmers.
The following new members/guests were introduced: Steve Robey’s brought his son, Megan
Curry accompanied Dennis Williams, Bob Butler’s new person – Emily Beschen, and Mary Landis
who is paralegal with Dominque Zervas.
III. Approval of May 2011 Minutes:
The May minutes were unanimously approved.
IV. Law Advocates Report:
David Thorn won the prize to $10 gift certificate for Avenue Bread in the Street Law Volunteers drawing.
Jim Britain discussed solvency of law advocates. Other organizations are not doing as
well with IOLTA reductions and limits of fund raising. LA was asked by Law Foundation to collaborate with Island Co to help cut its administrative expenses. Input is sought on the best ways to only do
those things that do not have any negative effect on existing work of LA.
No Whatcom attorneys will take Island county case. Efforts will be made to avoid burning out existing staff and volunteers at LA. A memorandum of understanding to cover a one year trial
run is being prepared. Unfortunately the deadlines are looming for Island County not meeting as it is
not meeting its grant requirements. They have lost their grant in normal form.
LA met with Oak Harbor’s board to sort out what they do. Its local United Way gives
them a grant of $4,900. The deadline to renew that gift has been kept open for someone to apply for
them. They are doing good work.
A resolution was entered into by both boards for further discussions. LA seeks the input
of WCBA members. Unfortunately, that input is needed before the next WCBA meeting. Look for an
announcement of special meeting sometime in late June to address these opportunities.
President Robertson read the annual pro-bono resolution used the last few years to authorize the work of LA. It passed.
(Continued on page 22)
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V. Committee Reports and Announcements:
Treasurer’s Report: WCBA Treasurer Erin Glass presented the May Treasurer’s Report. As of
this date there were 167 members, $1,166.17 in deposits for the month, and an ending balance of $36,751.34
CLE committee : Stay for the CLE after today’s meeting.
Bar rules committee : Interest still high for the additional judge. Otherwise nothing new to report.
VI. Business:
Extra money – Policy to adopt on table – three months reserve – budget in fall that is budget
neutral – 90 a year – adopted – move to 15 thousand on Dennis’s recommendation
Restated By-laws – adopted – bring current – approved after motion
Three years Angie Hughes – Secretary – Doug forgot the plaque
VII. Guest Speaker: Mauri Ingram from Whatcom Community Foundation spoke and provided a
nice brochure. They can help tailor language for your clients who want to give the foundation money.
It allows donors to control the spending of the gift and have the impact on Whatcom County the donor seeks.

VIII. Meeting adjourned: President Douglas Robertson adjourned the meeting at 1: 12.

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what‘s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won‘t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46‖H x 3.86‖W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00‖H x 3.86‖ W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We‘ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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The Eye of the Bird
As told by Debaprasad Majumdar, and edited by Rajeev Majumdar.
This story comes from the Mahabharata, an epic Sanskrit poem with 90,000 verses that deals with
two sets of warrior princes: The protagonists, a set of 5 brothers, known as the Pandavas, and their
antagonistic 100 cousins (all siblings), known as the Kauravas.
In the time of the Mahabharata, a great archer lived in India. His name was Drona. Once
he visited northern India and saw several princes playing with a ball. But he observed that
the princes were helpless when the ball fell into a well. So Drona retrieved the ball for them.
He shot a sharp reed into the ball, and then shot a series of reeds into each other, one after another, until he had a long string of reeds attached to the ball. The boys were jubilant when
they saw how effortlessly Drona pulled the ball out of the well.
Soon, word of this feat reached the king, and he asked Drona to be the archery teacher of
the young princes. Drona agreed, but he did not want any money for teaching. His only requirement was that the princes would do an assignment for him after they had mastered their
weapons.
Drona knew what was necessary to obtain the skill of an expert archer because he had
learned it himself. Even though he was born in a brahmin priest family, he had single mindedly devoted himself to mastering the martial arts and earned the respect of warriors as an authority of weaponry. But Drona wondered how to instill the same devotion in others.
The princes learned the archery techniques from Drona and practiced daily under his direction. Every day, they rehearsed how to hold the bow steady, how to aim at a target, and then
to shoot with a steady hand. In a few months, they became good archers. The princes soon
had the opinion that they had learned the skills, and they were ready to defeat any enemy they
might encounter.
One morning Drona declared, "Tomorrow, you will have a test." The princes were elated;
they would prove to Drona, their teacher, that they had learned their lessons well. Duryadhan, the oldest Kaurava brother boasted, "I shall be declared the best archer tomorrow." Arjun, his Pandava cousin, had developed great skill with the bow and arrow but did not say
anything. He went to one corner of the field to practice for the test.
For their first test, the youthful princes were dressed in colorful clothes by their mothers.
When the princes had assembled on the practice field, Drona commanded all to fall in line.
Then he explained to them what the test would be. He had hung a wooden bird in a tree, and
they were to shoot the eye of the bird.
(Continued on page 25)
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The princes were very excited and all clamored for the first shot at the bird. But Drona
ignored them, and said, "You shoot only when I tell you to." Drona took a stick and drew a
line on the field, about 50 yards from the tree where the bird was hanging. He first called for
Yudhisthir, the oldest Pandava brother, and told him to stand on the line.
"Aim," he commanded.
Yudhisthir raised his bow and arrow, and aimed at the bird.
Drona then questioned him, "Tell me what you see."
Yudhisthir answered, "I see the sky and a tree. There is a bird hanging from a branch in
the tree. I am aiming at the bird."
"Stand on this side of me," Drona gently told him pointing to another line, he had drawn
earlier, away from the shooting line.
Yudhisthir was surprised, "Don't you want me to shoot at the bird?"
"No, you are not ready yet."
Drona then called for Duryadhan, and asked him to stand on the shooting line. He gave
him the same command, "Aim."
When he had aimed steadily, Drona asked, "Tell me what you see."
"I see a large tree and a bird hanging from a branch," he replied.
Drona did not ask him to shoot either. He simply said, "Go and stand on the line next to
Yudhisthir."
Drona called the other princes, one after another, and put them to the same test. Receiving
a similar reply from each of them, he asked them to stand aside, behind Yudhisthir. Drona
was rather disappointed. Finally he called his favorite student, Arjun. This was his last
chance to see if any had understood the essence of his lessons. Drona asked Arjun to stand on
the shooting line. "Aim," he commanded.
Arjun stood steady on the line with his eyes fixed on the bird. Drona then asked him the
same question, "Tell me what you see."
Arjun said, "I see the eye of the bird."
Drona enquired, "What else do you see on the bird?"
Arjun replied, "I only see the eye of the bird."
"Shoot," Drona ordered with great pride.
The bird fell to the ground with an arrow piercing its eye.
Editor‘s Note: This tale, recited to me as a child, ad nauseum, has now been replaced by the simple
phrase: ―Remember the Eye of the Bird.‖ Using these words alone in our own private code, my
family can communicate the need for discipline in any given scenario. ~RDM

